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Fall 2004

Assignment 0928
The goal of this assignment is to reinforce what you’ve learned so far (I hope) about graphics displays,
devices, animation, and other bit-level techniques, and also to prepare you for the big thing coming —
3D graphics viewing and rendering.

Not for Submission
1. Read Chapters 3 and 4 in Angel.

a. Chapter 3 reinforces the last 2-3 classes, and adds further information on OpenGL optimization,
MVC programming, bit-level operations, and animation.  Also some useful tidbits on how to do
text in OpenGL.  Sorry, no MAME here though.

b. Chapter 4 is prep reading; believe me, it will help to read up a bit on this stuff before class.
2. If you haven’t done so yet, visit Nate Robins’s OpenGL tutorial site:

http://www.xmission.com/~nate/tutors.html — download the tutorial source, build them, and run
them.  At this point, his tutorials are more connected to the material at hand.

For Submission
You know the routine by now — hardcopy submission, with e-mail to assist me in showing you off.
1. Take the Nanoshop and make it more like a “real” program:

a. Add user interface components like a menu bar with the commands you would expect from a
baby image processing program.  Particularly, the user should be able to open another image file
without having to quit and rerun the program.

b. Allow menu selection of filters (as opposed to the hardcoded style in the sample code).
2. Reuse the ColorChanger interface to implement 2 additional simple filters.  Ideas include, but are not

restricted to: brightness filter, contrast filter, inverter (negative), and tinter (adds a shade of a certain
color without completely removing the existing colors).

Extra Credit
If you do the following, it will be like getting credit for an additional homework assignment!  (i.e. doing
extra credit work will potentially make your homework credit go beyond 10% of the total grade)  All or
nothing — gotta do both tasks to get the credit.
3. Further extend Nanoshop to implement binary image operations — operations that use bit operations

on two images.  Implement at least 2 binary filters, including but not restricted to: image overlay
(scaled or unscaled), using one image to darken or lighten another, “concatenating” two images,
tiling one image over another, and many more.

4. One last extension to Nanoshop — allow it to save your work.  Look up the Java imageio package,
particularly the ImageIO class, to see how this is done.  Make sure to hook up a pretty save dialog so
that the user can specify the file to save (and in what format, if you dare).


